Across
1. Tube color used for blood typing
4. Type of tube to use for Blood Cultures
9. Term for using sense of touch to locate a vein
10. The anticoagulant found in the Lavender tube
12. Complication from underfilling a Gray tube
15. Why would a collection tube loose vacuum
16. Complication from removing the needle before the tourniquet
17. Puncture of bone for a heel stick can cause
18. What is present in a urinalysis sample to indicate infection

Down
2. Primary function of RBC’s --transport...
3. Universal Precautions are regulated by
5. Antiseptic agent used to clean the site for a Blood Culture
6. Potential error from filling tubes in the wrong order
7. When calculating blood volume, you need to know the pts.
8. How often should glucose monitors have QC checks
11. Position for CPR
13. Type of safety inspection performed on equipment maintenance logs
14. Lab Dept. that tests cholesterol, glucose, triglycerides, and proteins